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Abstract. Due to the process of educational unification
that infected all European universities, mostly through
applying the Bologna Convention, the Knowledge Society
undergoes major changes. Transformation of this body
differs from country to country, strongly depending on level
of the regional consciousness about universal values we are
aiming toward. Department for Architecture and Urbanism
(Faculty of Technical Sciences, Novi Sad, Serbia)
understands future improvements not only in educating the
students, but also in establishing constant communication
with the environment. Therefore we made a draft for future
changes, distinguished in two groups – short and long term
changes – that hopefully lead us to better understanding
between architectural/urban design and environment. By
introducing new specialised courses to students of
architecture - as a short term change of “producing”
quality improved profile, toward achieving better
interaction with the exact users of designed spaces in long
term predictions. At the other side, educating the
inhabitants of the city as direct users and potential clients is
of the utmost importance. This problem should be treated
also in two steps – from making the first move: introducing
the architects and the users of the space to organizing
mutual workshops to the domain of animating the urban
spots and revitalizing areas of the city.

INTRODUCTION
Confronted with the great transformation of
educational process that has been spreading throughout
European University Institutions based on Bologna
Declaration, Serbian educational system is passing
through difficult, but challengeable period. Leaving the
old, passive studying structure for the new one that is
widely accepted in European Universities, requires
adopting issued rules and measurements that define the
Bologna process and their applying in practice as well.
Besides three-cyclic studying structure and introducing
the ECTS (European Credit Transfer System) – grading
module, promotion of mobility and comparable
university degrees represent basis of educational
transition and theoretically speaking the old studying
structure is replaced by adopting these roots. In practice,
transition in the field of high education appears to be a
long-term process that develops in phases.
However, substantial changes that represent the
carrier of this inevitable transformation were not
accepted without opposition. A problem of comparison
between studying quality as well as the outcome quality
in the old traditional educational system and the new one
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(that was dictated by Western Europe), prolonged the
process of transformation, but could not actually cancel
it. This problem was the one on the polemic’s surface,
but underneath stood issues almost as problematic as that
one - how to move traditionally passive structures and
make them mobile, transparent and up-to-date?
Following the path that most of the countries in transition
have already undertaken, Serbia is spared from making
crucial decisions and has only to apply what has already
been decided and proved in practice. In order to reach all
dimensions of contemporary knowledge society, Serbian
society has to patently recognize all the existing
problems and to invest into education of new experts that
will be able to deal with them.

CURRENT PROBLEM ASSUMPTION – SOCIETY
VS. PROFESSION
While trying to get along with all the demands of
Transition, Serbia raised turbulent and problematic
surrounding that seems to have no real need to
understand any kind of diversity. People gathered in
different types of groups and formed a whole line of
opposite opinions, ideas and even aims that society
should gain. Institutions and the society itself seemed to
have no common cause. Perhaps inconceivable from
European point of view, we still live a controversy in
which the state plays by the rules of current market and
at the other hand insist on reforms that should be spread
by educational institutions.
Years of isolation, limited possibilities and resources
caused a state of immobility of Serbian architectural
production. In spite of hyper production of certain
typologies in recent years, civil engineers and architects
still rely on traditional technologies and building
techniques. Sadly, contemporary architectural practice is
theoretical subject matter learnt in the Architectural
Design Studio at the Faculty, while practice in our circles
remains almost completely and uninventively traditional.
“While European architectural education faces
problems of catching up with the unstoppable practice,
Serbian problem occurs completely opposite. Our
architectural education promotes the new way of thinking
and understanding architecture, while the architectural
practice and market represent barriers that we are still not
able to overcome” (Dinulović, 2008).
The existing gap between education and practice
made it even harder for the society to understand
professional pledge.
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DEFINING CHANGES
Faced with the reformation of Curricula to meet the
European standards, Department for Architecture and
Urbanism (Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of
Novi Sad) has taken into consideration all the existing
problems of Serbian practise and tried to find educational
answers to this confusing difference in ways of thinking.
A sort of disconnection between society and profession
presented a challengeable problem for teaching staff at
our Department. Facing the fact “that the profession will
not change until the educational system undergoes a
fundamental transformation as well” (Anthony, 2002)
and in order to implement right changes into Curriculum
outlines, as well as changes in teaching process, we
defined two levels of this concrete problem:
- education of students and
- establishment
of
continuous
communication with the environment.
Both of these lines understand the whole hierarchy
of changes, roughly divided to short term changes and
long term ones. As the main goal the better
understanding and high level of cooperation between
society and young professional engineers were set.
Short term changes present changes that we are
starting with. In case of students’ education these
changes are introduced through reformed Bachelor,
Master and PhD Curricula. The main difference to the
old Curricula is the shift to one subject-one semester
module, as well as introduction of number of elective
courses that enable students to design their education
partly on their own. Depending on individual interests
and affinities students achieve desirable knowledge in
more specialised part of the architectural and urban field.
After two years of common education, at the 3rd year of
studying students have possibility to choose 4 elective
subjects from the offered 14 that differ basically in
approaches and sort of knowledge that they offer. Getting
the insight into specific part of the profession that student
is interested in, already in the 5th semester of studying,
leaves enough time for acquiring specific knowledge and
results in more aware and effective graduated
professionals. The elective courses continue through the
4th year – the final year of Bachelor courses and also
through Master courses. By directing line of individual
education, we hope to produce quality improved profile.
Since the Faculty of Technical Sciences just passed
through process of accreditation according to Bologna
standards, we still have to wait and see if our short term
changes in students’ education would bring better
understanding of young architects and the environment,
which is the long term change that we are aiming toward.
During the process of reformation the question has
arisen about the professionals that are active in practice.
Since their basic education was already over, who should
take the responsibility for their further improvements?
Our Department decided to offer specialisation training

courses to those architectural engineers who think that
they should not stop improving their approaches and
skills just because they graduated and are involved in
practice that is actually quite traditional and static. We
have already made 6 different Specialist courses outlines
that will be presented and offered to the interested party
in the near future.
These courses cover quite specific interests - from
specialist training in areas of everyday practice: housing,
contemporary urban transformation, interior design
– modelling of indoor environment, over the
innovations in area of ephemeral architecture, to the
areas of design presentation: geometry and graphical
design in architecture, urbanism and engineering, and
also cognitive interpretation and presentation of space
in architecture and urbanism. Hopefully these courses
will lead to quality improvements in Serbian architectural
practice.

CONNECTING WITH THE SOCIETY
Education of the environment represents the whole
new level of changes to come. Experiences show us that
it is not possible to make the improvement as long as it
takes for all parties involved into conflict to acquire new
knowledge that will help them understand each other.
The Serbian realm is that society reacts only to
architectural practice in context of the market. What we
need is self aware society that takes the initiative.
To improve this situation architects need to make the
first steps towards the environment. We decided that the
best way to reach this goal is to introduce the students of
architecture to their environment by organizing mutual
workshops based on real problems and establish
cooperation in solving them.
One of the first actions of this type took place in part
of Novi Sad called Petrovaradin in July of 2005, and it
was a deed of students’ initiative. Group named
CULTART, consisted mainly of architectural students,
proposed a project called “60 meters of transition” with
an idea to revitalise, at least for one day, a part of the city
beneath the 18th century Fortress, that lies under
protection of institutions for heritage preservation. The
main idea was to call the city’s attention to the devastated
state of one of the most beautiful city parts, by making
the inhabitants of the area cooperate in the event next to
students of architecture that performed “transitional
state” of their popular street. All city’s official and media
were informed. Project consisted of 10 interventions on
existing houses presented through real models made in
scale 1:20 in workshops held at the Faculty where
students and assistants of all years took part. Models
were brought to the location and were settled in front of
real houses forming the “new” street. Inhabitants of the
area show huge interest in this happening and all resulted
in conversation and expressing the real needs of that
environment.
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Figure 1, 2. “60 meters of transition” project realisation, Petrovaradin, Serbia
consisted of set of individual thinking that proposed
questions and demanded an environment reaction. The
Actions of this kind continued through architectural
aim of this project was to build our city in the other one
design and urban design courses taught at the
and to try to look at it from different point of view, to get
Department. With an idea to consolidate the position of
the reaction from foreign but similar society and then
alternative modes of education, since the results were far
demand the action from the original one. Means and
beyond our expectations, we defined two types of
media used in this project overcame the domain of usual
workshops that took place parallel to architectural design
architectural expression. Those were photography, film
process - Outcome oriented workshops and Process
and space installations. Questions that got formulated
oriented workshops. While process oriented workshops
during this project resembled thoughtful initiative for
outlined individual improvement in the design process of
moving the static surrounding – “do we actually see
student, outcome oriented ones “aim to deliver particular
architectural and urban problems of our city in spite of
design work, regardless technique that is to be used for
living in it? Does society consciousness exist on any
this particular occasion. This kind of workshop requires
other level than the surviving one? “If the project
fast and intensive work, dense brainstorming sessions,
represents The 2nd Novi Sad”, which one is actually The
creative individual or group work, field work, etc.”
1st?” (Zeković, 2007) Through set of different group
(Konstantinović, 2007). Cooperation and presentation of
works tided into a whole, students tried not to give the
the environment and integrating society in these activities
answers, but to propose all necessary questions for the
became regular part of the process.
society to deal with them. Simulative and highly dynamic
Presenting the project “The 2nd Novi Sad” – as an
working environment resulted in successful project and
architectural and urban experience of their own city,
quite improved students’ skills in understanding the
group of our students of all years took part in an
society and the environment.
international exhibition “The factory” held in Banja
Luka, Srpska Republic last year. The final presentation

Figure 3, 4. “The 2nd Novi Sad” project realisation, Banja Luka, Srpska Republic
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
IMPROVEMENT – A STEP FURTHER
Reforms that took hold of Bachelor and Master
Curricula continued through PhD Curriculum outline, as
did the changes in students’ awareness about the
environment and cooperation with the society.
Workshops, both outcome and process oriented ones,
found the place in PhD course taught at the Department,
as its integral part. During the Course given in Creative
and theoretical thinking in architecture and
urbanism, PhD students developed through a specific
workshop a project approach to reach the society’s
consciousness. Group of students tried to develop
strategy for society’s activation. The motive for the
project was defined as an overall indifference of people
to intervene in spaces which they do not consider as their
individual property. This referred to mutual spaces in
buildings’ interiors and exteriors as well. This specific
project proposed an ambient upgrade through mutual
interventions of the inhabitants of certain area in the city
led by students of architecture. Making people intervene
in their closest environment through organised activities
and affecting public space by making it more “personal”

has to result in higher quality consciousness among the
inhabitants.
Much effort has been put into establishment of any
sort of connection between the profession and society.
Some actions were quite successful, others stayed at the
point of proposition, but the highlight of this sort of
provoking the environment happened in 2007 when local
government of the city of Irig (Vojvodina, Serbia) made
an engagement with the Department for Architecture and
Urbanism. The initiative for the architectural and urban
revitalisation of the city originated from Irig township
committee and it was decided that the best partner for
this project should be exclusively our Department, with
the students’ new ideas for the overall benefit. The brief
itself insisted on two design scales: research project of
the city centre area in the domain of urban design, and
specific architectural design projects for three locations
in this area. Organisation of work at the Department was
divided to architectural design course and urban design
course taught at the 4th year of studying. As these courses
were both defined as compulsory, the whole generation
of students attending them had the insight and took part
in both projects. As a result, inhabitants of Irig got more
than 30 selected design projects that promoted new ways
of thinking and quite a refreshment from the usual
practice.

Figure 5, 6. (on the left) Collective Farm, author: Željko Baričić, (on the right) The Wine Museum, author: Marina
Carević

Figure 7, 8. Urban revitalisation design projects, (on the left) Irig Centre, author: Damjan Tomić, (on the right) Irig
Centre, author: Nebojša Jakica
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The success of the cooperation promoted the
Department into a leader in “solving problems in a
different way”, so the invitation for the economy
manifestation named “Creative Serbia” followed this
year. Students of architecture were invited to present the
Irig-project in front of the representatives from the
township governments of the whole country, hoping to
take part in the creative industry that has just been started
in Serbia.

Students of Architecture, ISIRR 2007- 9th International
Symposium Interdisciplinary Regional research book of the
proceedings, Fakultet tehničkih nauka, Novi Sad, pp. 50-54.
Malecha M. (2007) Architectural Education in
Transformation: Evolving Toward a Third Domain of
Knowledge, EAAE News Sheet, European Association for
Architectural Education, Vol. 76, special issue, pp. 21-38.
Zeković M., Konstantinović D.(2007): Drugi Novi Sad posmatranje studenata arhitekture, DaNS No. 60, pp. 60-61.

THE PILLARS OF CHANGES
Regarding all the new approach in formulating
educational aspects of our school of architecture and
spreading education to all levels of society’s
consciousness, new tasks are yet to be defined. Much of
the efforts depend on future steps all sides involved into
process are yet to take. Nevertheless, acceptance of these
types of changes has to be managed. Taking into
consideration that the Department for architecture and
urbanism is still under the process of formation its
strategy, since it has been founded 10 years ago, we aim
toward the role of the initiator, anticipator and carrier of
changes that will lift the overall society’s consciousness
to a higher level. Defining steps through this long term
perspective is difficult, but challengeable task. As the
Department just started working and presenting itself to
the economy as an Institute for architecture and
urbanism, the next few steps should definitely refer to
employing the whole new engineering staff that will
work at the Institute and connect with the society and the
market on everyday level. These kinds of management
changes are necessary in order to present the Institute as
relevant and competitive economy partner. Through
constant development of connections with the
environment, we soar toward achieving that level of self
awareness that is characteristic quality of society that
takes the initiative. “We must infuse our work with the
rigor that will build on experience and develop the
knowledge on which to build a more vital profession”
(Malecha, 2007).
Still, number of questions remains unsolved, but
predict a dynamic future – is it possible to educate the
society to the level of the demander? Is it utopian idea of
society opposing the market possible in Serbia? Is the
final idea of highly developed society that demands from
the Institutions to work for it and not for their own
interest achievable in our context? Eventually, is the
educational change we are proposing the right mean for
accomplishing this difficult task?
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